ABSTRACT. W denotes the category of archimedean -groups with designated weak unit and -homomorphisms that preserve the weak unit. Comp denotes the category of compact Hausdorff spaces with continuous maps. The Yosida functor is used to investigate the relationship between hull classes in W and covering classes in Comp. The central idea is that of a hull class whose hull operator preserves boundedness. We demonstrate how the Yosida functor may be used to identify hull classes in W and covering classes in Comp. In addition, we exhibit an array of order preserving bijections between certain families of hull classes and all covering classes, one of which was recently produced by Martínez. Lastly, we apply our results to answer a question of Knox and McGovern about the class of all feebly projectable -groups. 
a covering class in Comp and for a covering class X in Comp, we don't know if Y −1 [X] need be a hull class in W. In order to deal with this problem we consider another function from subclasses of W to subclasses of Comp.
For a subclass A of W define σ(A) ≡ {S | C(S) ∈ A}, where C(S) denotes the W-object of real-valued continuous functions on the Comp-object S. We examine hull classes that have the feature that they preserve boundedness and in §4 we prove that a hull class H preserves boundedness if and only if σ(H) is a covering class. This result yields new proofs of theorems such as the class of basically disconnected spaces is a covering class [V84b] ; and provides the answer to a recent question from Knox and McGovern's [KM] that pertains to the class of feebly projectable -groups. Further analysis in §5 and §6 reveals that σ surjects {H | H is PB} onto the family ccComp of all covering classes. Moreover, σ : {H | H is PB} −→ ccComp has a natural section µ such that σ restricted to fix µσ ≡ {H | µσ(H) = H} is an order preserving bijection. In fact, there are many sections m of σ, which like µ result in an order preserving bijection with ccComp; earlier in [M04] , Martínez produced such a bijection between a certain family F of hull classes and ccComp. We identify this F as one of the fix mσ. In §7 we provide a catalogue of questions that are distributed throughout the paper.
The subject of hull classes in W and covering classes in Comp is a vast and rich one. For additional information on hull classes we refer the reader to [M02] and [HM99] ; and for an account of covering classes we refer the reader to [H89] and [PW89] .
H denotes a hull class in W with operator h; equivalently, (H, h).
hcW denotes the collection of hull classes in W.
X denotes a covering class in Comp with operator x; equivalently, (X, x) .
ccComp denotes the collection of covering classes in Comp.
PB denotes the collection of hull classes that preserve boundedness.
BW denotes the full subcategory of W which is comprised of archimedean -groups with strong unit.
σ(A) ≡ {S | C(S) ∈ A}, where A ⊆ W.

C[A] ≡ {C(S) | S ∈ A},
where A ⊆ Comp.
Preliminaries
We will assume some familiarity with the basics of lattice-ordered groups and provide [AF88] , [BKW77] and [D95] as general references. For the record, an -group means a lattice-ordered group and an -homomorphism between -groups is a lattice and group homomorphism. As previously indicated, W denotes the category of archimedean -groups with designated weak unit and -homomorphisms that preserve the weak unit. We write G ≤ H to denote that G, H ∈ W and that the inclusion G → H is a W-homomorphism. On the topological side we have that Comp denotes the category of compact Hausdorff spaces with continuous maps. Ì ÓÖ Ñ 2.3º For G ∈ W the following are equivalent:
It is well known that D(S)
(ii) G is divisible, conditionally and laterally complete;
Conrad goes on to show that every G ∈ W can be essentially embedded in a unique (up to -isomorphism) e-complete W-object eG. eG is said to be the essential hull of G; and it has the feature that whenever H is an essential extension of G, then G ≤ H ≤ eG. The aforementioned essential hull is an example of a "hull operator" on W. ) is a hull to denote that it is a hull class. In the case when P is a property of hull classes we will say that H, (H, h) or h has P to denote that the hull class satisfies P .
Let hcW denote the collection of all hull classes in W; then hcW is partially ordered by inclusion:
. Evidently, the hull class E consisting of the e-complete W-objects is the minimum element of hcW and its operator e is the maximum hull operator. The following proposition is [HM99, Proposition 2.4]: ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 2.5º For H ⊆ W the following are equivalent:
(ii) E ⊆ H and for every G ∈ W, {H | G e ≤ H ∈ H} ∈ H; (iii) E ⊆ H and H is e-intersective (meaning: whenever E is e-complete and
When these hold, the hull operator is hG
From time to time it will be convenient to view a hull operator as a closure operator in W. To that end, we adopt the terminology from Universal Algebra and refer the reader to [BS80] for details. For the record, a closure operator on a partially ordered class (P, ≤) is a a function j : P −→ P for which the following holds:
The following proposition depicts the relationship between a hull operator and a closure operator in W.
ÈÖÓÔÓ× Ø ÓÒ 2.6º For a function h : W −→ W, h is a hull operator if and only if h is a closure operator in W with
As the reader may expect, hcW is a substantially large class. Here we present a few examples and a few more in 2.13 below. For additional information and examples the reader is referred to [M04] , [HM99] and their refereneces.
(a) (H, h) ∈ hcW is a reflection (thus, an "essential-reflection") if for W-object G, there exists an hG ∈ H and a morphism G h −→ hG with the feature that whenever
3 is the essential reflection with smallest class and largest operator; that is, for any essential reflection h, hG ≤ c 3 G for all G. Other essential reflections include: the divisible hull, the vector lattice hull, ring reflection, and uniform completion. A partial catalogue may be found in [H85b] .
(c) Throughout what follows α denotes a infinite cardinal, or the symbol ∞, which is used to depict no cardinal constraints.
G ∈ C(α) means any set in G of size < α, which is bounded, has the supremum in G; equivalently, G is conditionally α-complete. G ∈ L(α) means any disjoint set in G of size < α has the supremum in G; equivalently, G is laterally α-complete.
G ∈ bL(α) means any disjoint set in G of size < α, which is bounded, has the supremum in G; equivalently, G is bounded-laterally α-complete.
G ∈ P(α) means every polar in G that is generated (as a polar) by < α elements is a summand of G; equivalently, G is α-projectable.
where D denotes divisible objects. Note: the -groups in U(α) are sometimes called universally α-complete. Then U(α), C(α), L(α), P(α) ∈ hcW and U(α) ⊆ L(α) ⊆ P(α). Observe U(∞) is the class of e-complete W-objects.
Ò Ø ÓÒ× Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 2.8º As previously indicated Comp denotes the category of compact Hausdorff spaces with continuous maps. We provide a brief review of covers and refer the reader to [H89] and [PW89] for details. For
, then f is a homeomorphism and the (T i , f i ) are said to be equivalent. For S ∈ Comp we let Cov S denote the collection of equivalence classes of covers of S. The following two well known results will be of particular interest to us. It is worth noting that Proposition 2.9 implies that Theorems 2.3 and 2.10 are the duals of each other. In fact, Gleason's pS is the Stone space of reg S, the Boolean algebra of regular closed sets in S; whereas, Conrad's Y eG is the Stone space of P(G), the Boolean algebra of polars in G. The reader should observe that P(G) and reg Y G are isomorphic Boolean algebras.
Ò Ø ÓÒ× Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 2.11º A covering class in Comp is a homeomorphism-closed object class X with the following property: for each S ∈ Comp, there is a cover S ←− xS minimum for xS ∈ X. In other words, X Cov S has a minimum element xS (= (X Cov S)). We call the map x : Comp −→ X the covering operator of X.
Let ccComp denote the collection of covering classes in Comp; then ccComp is partially ordered by inclusion: X 1 ⊇ X 2 if and only if x 1 ≤ x 2 (meaning: for every S, x 2 S ∈ Cov x 1 S). By Theorem 2.10, it follows that ED the class of extremally disconnected spaces is the minimum element of ccComp. The class of zero-dimensional spaces will be of particular interest to us. Recall that S ∈ Comp is said to be zero-dimensional if S has a base of clopen sets. Define ZD to be the class of zero-dimensional spaces. Consequently, ZD / ∈ ccComp.
As in the case of Proposition 2.6, one can view a covering operator as a closure operator on Comp. This may best be done by explicitly considering the partially ordered class (W, Ü ÑÔÐ × Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 2.13º We present a few relevant examples of covering classes. For additional information and examples the reader is referred to [H89] , [PW89] as well as [M04] , and [HM99] .
(a) As before, α denotes a infinite cardinal, or the symbol ∞, which is used to indicate no cardinal constraints. Recall that U is an α-cozeroset if U is equal to a union of fewer than α cozerosets.
X ∈ ED(α) means that each α-cozeroset in X has clopen closure; X is α-disconnected. We denote ED(∞) by ED and ED(ω 1 ) by BD.
X ∈ QF(α) means every countable intersection of dense α-cozerosets is C * -embedded; X is a quasi F α -space. Then ED(α), QF(α) ∈ ccComp and ED(α) ⊆ QF(α).
(b) X ∈ QF(ω 1 ) is called quasi-F , and X ∈ QF(ω 1 ) if and only if every dense cozeroset is C * -embedded. For α > ω 1 the corresponding statement is not know to be true. Observe that X ∈ QF(ω 1 ) if and only if D(X) ∈ W (i.e. addition is defined in D(X)).
It is worth noting that part of Theorem 2.3 generalizes as G ∈ U(α) if and only if
The K stands for "kernel", in terms of which the algebraic char-
. However, as we shall see this relationship is rather special. Ê Ñ Ö 2.14º In spite of Proposition 2.9 the relationship between hcW and ccComp is quite ambiguous. For now we make a few observations which suggest that ZD is at the center of all of this. Recall that an -group G is said to
Then P(ω) (the class of projectable -groups) is a hull class in W, but Y [P(ω)] = ZD / ∈ ccComp. The following is an interesting question for which we provide some insight:
The answer is "no" if (X, x) has the feature that for some S ∈ ZD, xS / ∈ ZD. However, we don't know if such a (X, x) exists. We conclude this section by presenting a theorem which provides a partial answer to our question.
P r o o f. We present a sketch of the proof and defer some of the details until §5.
Define hG to be the -group in D(xY G) generated by G and C(xY G, Z) . Then as demonstrated in §5 this defines a hull operator and one can verify that G = hG if and only if Y G ∈ X.
Hull operators preserving boundedness
In this section we present a variety of operators that give rise to an array of functors and subcategories.
Ò Ø ÓÒ× Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 3.1º
For G ∈ W, with weak unit e G , define
and e G is a strong unit for the W-object BG. Let BW ≡ {G ∈ W | G = BG}; then BW is a full subcategory of W and B : W −→ BW is a functor with right adjoint the inclusion BW → W (i.e., BW is a monocoreflective subcategory of W), and whenever G 2 ≤ G 1 in W and G 1 ∈ BW, then G 2 ∈ BW; consequently, BW is an S-class (a class that is closed under W-subobjects). 
Ò Ø ÓÒ× Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 3.2º On the topological side, if we define for S ∈ Comp, C(S) = {f : S −→ R | f is continuous}, then C(S)
∈
Ò Ø ÓÒ× Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 3.3º (H, h) ∈ hcW is said to preserve boundedness, or is PB if h[BW] ⊆ BW, equivalently, whenever G ≤ C(Y G), then hG ≤ C(Y hG)
. This property can be described in several ways.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 3.4º For (H, h) ∈ hcW the following are equivalent:
ON HULL CLASSES OF -GROUPS AND COVERING CLASSES OF SPACES
By the minimum feature of h, it follows that
Applying B to both sides of the rightmost inequality in ( †) yields that hBH ≤ BH; consequently, we conclude that BH = hBH ∈ H.
(b) =⇒ (c): follows from B[H] ⊆ H and the idempotent feature of h. (c) =⇒ (d): let C(S) ∈ C[ED]; then S is extremally disconnected and D(S) ∈ W is e-complete. By the e-completeness of D(S) and our assumption, it follows that hC(S) = hBD(S) = hBhD(S) = BhD(S) = BD(S) = C(S). (d) =⇒ (a): if G ∈ BW, then G ≤ C(Y G) ≤ C(pY G). Applying h to the previous inequalities yields that hG ≤ hC(pY G) = C(pY G).
Since BW is an S-class the result follows.
Ü ÑÔÐ × Ò Ê Ñ Ö × 3.5º (a) Suppose (H i , h i ) ∈ hcW for i = 1, 2 and h 2 ≤ h 1 . Since h 2 G ≤ h 1 G for all G ∈ W and BW is an S-class, it follows that if H 1 is PB then so is H 2 .
(b) Recall that c 3 is the maximum essential reflection in W. Since for every G ∈ BW, c 3 G = C(Y G), it follows that c 3 is PB. This observation along with (a) yields that every essential monoreflection in W is PB.
(c) Recall that G is said to be convex in H if whenever |h| < g, for some g ∈ G, then h ∈ H. For H ∈ hcW define convH = G | (∃ H ∈ H)(G is convex in H)}; then convH ∈ hcW by Proposition 2.5, and it's PB by Theorem 3.4 (b).
(d) Let ω < α ≤ ∞; then each of H = P(α), bU(α), bL(α) satisfies H = convH. However, none of these is a reflection. On the other hand, rings in W satisfy (b) but not (c).
(e) Evidently, H ⊆ convH, so any H is contained in a PB hull class. Since {H i } I ⊆ P B implies that I H i ∈ P B, it follows that H is contained in a smallest PB hull class. However, we don't know how to describe it further.
We now introduce the concept anti-PB, which is the antithesis of PB. Besides being interesting in its own right, this concept along with that of a PB operator provides a variety of interesting questions.
In [H∞] the author introduced the * -max condition: H is said to be * -max if BG = BH implies G ≤ H. It is shown in [H∞] that the * -max objects form a hull class in W, and if H is * -max, then Y G is quasi-F . It is not hard to see that H is anti-PB if and only if H ⊆ * -max (where * -max in this context denotes the class of * -max groups). Thus, * -max is the largest anti-PB hull class, and all the classes U(α), L(α), K(α) are anti-PB.
ÉÙ ×Ø ÓÒ× 3.7º Several questions present themselves:
Covering classes from PB hull classes
Recall that understanding the relationship between hull classes in W and covering classes in Comp presents a variety of challenges. The difficulty is that for a hull class H in W, Y [H] need not be a covering class in Comp and for a covering class X in Comp, we don't know if Y −1 [X] need be a hull class in W. In order to deal with this problem we consider another function from subclasses of W to subclasses of Comp.
where C(S) denotes the W-object of real-valued continuous functions on the Comp-object S. In order to gain some insight into the interaction between hcW and ccComp we examine the relationship between PB hull classes and covering classes in Comp. Before proceeding, we first prove the following technical lemma.
P r o o f. We make two observations from which the result will follow.
(a) If S = I (S i , α i ) in Cov S and (T, α) ∈ Cov S has the feature that (T, α) ≤ (S i , α i ) for every i, then α is one-to-one.
ON HULL CLASSES OF -GROUPS AND COVERING CLASSES OF SPACES
(b) Let S ←− S i ←− Z for i ∈ I be a family of surjections in Comp; and let
in W. Applying the Yosida functor to ( †) yields surjections
We assert that the first inequality in ( †) is an equality if and only if the second (left) map in ( † †) is one-to-one. To that end, observe that the implication =⇒ is clear. On the other hand, if
Consequently, C(S) ≤ C(Y H). If we assume that the map in ( † †) is one-to-one, then C(S) = C(Y H). Therefore, C(S) = H.
Our lemma can be easily seen to follow from observations (a) and (b).
As the following theorem indicates PB hull classes in W give rise to covering classes in Comp.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 4.3º For H ∈ hcW, σ(H) ∈ ccComp if and only if H is PB.
P r o o f.
(=⇒) Let σ(H) ∈ ccComp. Since ED is contained in every covering class, it follows that C[ED] ⊆ H. Therefore, by Theorem 3.4, H is PB.
(⇐=) Conversely, suppose that H ∈ hcW is PB, and let X ∈ Comp. Since
by Proposition 2.9, and C(S i ) ∈ H. Since H is a hull class, it follows from Proposition 2.5 that I C(S i ), and therefore, C(S) is in H.
Ê Ñ Ö 4.4º Theorem 4.3 provides a mechanism by which to check whether a subclass of W is in fact a hull class:
We apply this observation to the class of feebly projectable -groups providing the negative answer to the following question of Knox and McGovern. Does the class of all feebly projectable -groups form a hull class in W?
We present the necessary material from [KM] and [H89] and refer the reader to the aforementioned references for details. In [KM] the authors defined an -group G to be feebly projectable if whenever a, b ∈ G + are disjoint, then there exists an
Throughout what follows FP denotes the class of feebly projectable W-objects. Theorem 4.12 of [KM] implies that for S ∈ Comp, C(S) is feebly projectable if and only if S is a zero-dimensional F -space (recall that S is said to be an F -space if every cozero-set is C * -embedded). Consequently,
Since an extremally disconnected space is an F -space (see [GJ76] We might or might not have that for every S ∈ Comp, hC(S) = C(S). In the case when this occurs we write hC = C. In [H85a] , it is demonstrated that if h is any essential reflection, then for every Tychonoff (completely regular Hausdorff) space S, hC(S) = C(S). Therefore, hC = C. This leads us to ask the following question.
ÉÙ ×Ø ÓÒ× 4.6º If (H, h) ∈ hcW and hC = C, is h a reflection?
In any event, hC = C implies that h is PB: since G = BG if and only if
; this also shows that for every G, Y hG = Y G. We will revisit the topic of when hC = C in §6 but for now we will derive a corollary similar to Corollary 4.5 by using this immediate consequence of Proposition 2.12.
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ 4.7º For (H, h) ∈ hcW, the following are equivalent: Theorem 4.3 may also be used to produce alternative proofs of some classical results. We elaborate. Observe that there are various H with the feature that H is PB and σ(H) = {S | S is α-disconnected}, for example P(α), bL(α), C(α), and σ(convK(α)) = QF(α). As the reader might expect, the following well known result (see [H89] , [HM99] ) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3.
ÓÖÓÐÐ ÖÝ 4.8º ED(α), QF(α) ∈ ccComp.
Thus far we have focused on PB hull classes but what can be said about hull classes that are anti-PB? Ê Ñ Ö × 4.9º (a) An almost P -space is a space with no proper dense cozero-sets. In Comp, ED {S | S is almost P } = {finite}. Consequently, ED {S | S is almost P }. As a result, {S | S is almost P } / ∈ ccComp. Observe that if H is anti-PB, then σ(H) ⊆ {S | S is almost P }: simply because H ⊆ * -max and σ( * -max) = {S | S is almost P } [H∞] . On the other hand, each of the H = L(α), U(α) is anti-PB, with σ(H) = {finite}.
(b) There are several questions that occur to one. 
(i) What is σ(K(α))? (ii) If σ(H) ⊆ {S | S is almost
